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Abstract
Allowing effective inference of latent vectors while training GANs can greatly in-
crease their applicability in various downstream tasks. Recent approaches, such
as ALI and BiGAN frameworks, develop methods of inference of latent variables
in GANs by adversarially training an image generator along with an encoder to
match two joint distributions of image and latent vector pairs. We generalize
these approaches to incorporate multiple layers of feedback on reconstructions,
self-supervision, and other forms of supervision based on prior or learned knowl-
edge about the desired solutions. We achieve this by modifying the discrimina-
tor’s objective to correctly identify more than two joint distributions of tuples of
an arbitrary number of random variables consisting of images, latent vectors, and
other variables generated through auxiliary tasks, such as reconstruction and in-
painting or as outputs of suitable pre-trained models. We design a non-saturating
maximization objective for the generator-encoder pair and prove that the resulting
adversarial game corresponds to a global optimum that simultaneously matches
all the distributions. Within our proposed framework, we introduce a novel set of
techniques for providing self-supervised feedback to the model based on proper-
ties, such as patch-level correspondence and cycle consistency of reconstructions.
Through comprehensive experiments, we demonstrate the efficacy, scalability, and
flexibility of the proposed approach for a variety of tasks.
1 Introduction
Recent advances in deep generative models have enabled modeling of complex high-dimensional
datasets. In particular, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [1] and Variational Autoencoders
(VAEs) [2] are broad classes of current state-of-the-art deep generative approaches, providing com-
plementary benefits. VAE based approaches aim to learn an explicit inference function through
an encoder neural network that maps from the data distribution to a latent space distribution. On
the other hand, GAN based adversarial learning techniques do not perform inference and directly
learn a generative model to construct high-quality data, which are usually much more realistic than
those generated by VAEs. However, due to the absence of an efficient inference mechanism it is not
possible to learn rich unsupervised feature representations from data.
To address the above issues, recent approaches, in particular, Adversarially Learned Inference (ALI)
and Bidirectional GAN (BiGAN) [3, 4] have attempted to integrate an inference mechanism within
the GAN framework by training a discriminator to discriminate not only in the data space (x vs
G(z)), but discriminate joint samples of data and encodings ((x,E(x))) from joint samples of the
generations and latent variables ((G(z), z)). Here, E(·) denotes the encoder and G(·) denotes the
generator. We argue that generalizing such adversarial joint distribution matching to multiple distri-
butions and arbitrary number of random variables can unlock a much larger potential for representa-
tion learning and generative modeling that has not yet been explored by previous approaches [3–5].
Unlike other generative models such as VAEs, as we show, GANs can be generalized to match more
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(a) Chain of reconstructive feedback. The images denote real recon-
structions from GALI-4. (b) Different tuple types
Figure 1: (a) The two sequences generated by recursively applying the encoder and the generator to images and
latent vectors respectively. The top sequence starts from a latent vector drawn from the fixed prior while the
bottom sequence starts from a real image. The images correspond to actual reconstructions from the proposed
GALI approach. In particular, GALI-4 (i.e. GALI with n = 4 as described in Section 3) was used to generate
the reconstructions. In the figure G denotes the generator, E the encoder, z the latent vector, and x the input
image. (b) Illustration of the different tuple types that can be input to the discriminator to provide different
types of feedbacks via distribution matching. Here, M denotes an external pre-trained neural network and
M(x) denotes the features corresponding to image x through model M . The multi-class discriminator D
outputs one of the k classes.
than two joint distributions of tuples of an arbitrary number of random variables. We demonstrate
that this allows integration of self-supervised learning and learned or prior knowledge about the
properties of desired solutions.
Unlike previous approaches relying on pixel-level reconstruction objectives [2, 5, 6] which are
known to be one of the causes of blurriness [5, 7], we propose an approach for incorporating mul-
tiple layers of reconstructive feedback within the adversarial joint distribution matching framework.
Our approach allows incorporation of such task-specific self-supervised feedback and knowledge of
equivariance of reconstructions to dataset-dependent transformations within the framework of adver-
sarial joint distribution matching, without requiring careful tuning of weighing terms for different
objectives. In particular, we consider a discriminator that classifies joint samples of an arbitrary
number of random variables into an arbitrary number of classes. Each class essentially represents a
distribution over tuples of image and latent vectors, defined by recursively computing the encodings
and their reconstructions. This provides multiple layers of information for each real image or sam-
pled vector while allowing the generator-encoder pair to gain explicit feedback on the quality and
relevance of different types of reconstructions. Fig. 1 illustrates this process through a diagram. In
the rest of the paper, we refer to our proposed framework as Generalized Adversarially Learned
Inference (GALI).
While Adversarially Learned Inference (ALI) can be generalized to multi-class classification within
the framework of minimax likelihood based objective, the resulting training procedure is still sus-
ceptible to vanishing gradients for the generator-encoder. We illustrate this problem and devise an
alternative objective that extends the non saturating GAN objective to multiple distributions. We
develop a generalized framework for distribution matching with the following main contributions:
1. We introduce a scalable approach for introducing multiple layers of knowledge-based, re-
constructive and self-supervised feedback in adversarially learned inference without relying
on fixed pixel or feature level similarity metrics.
2. We propose a non-saturating objective for training a generator network when the corre-
sponding discriminator performs multi-class classification. We further prove that our pro-
posed objective has the same global optima as the mini-max objective which matches all
the distributions simultaneously.
3. We demonstrate how the proposed approach can incorporate pre-trained models and can
naturally be adapted for particular tasks such as image inpainting by incorporating suitably
designed auxiliary tasks within the framework of adversarial joint distribution matching.
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2 Preliminaries
The following minimax objective serves as the basic framework for optimization in the ALI/BiGAN
framework.
min
G,E
max
D
V (D,E,G) (1)
where
V (D,E,G) := Ex∼pX
[
Ez∼pE(·|x) [logD(x, z)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
logD(x,E(x))
]
+ Ez∼pZ
[
Ex∼pG(·|z) [log (1−D(x, z))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
log(1−D(G(z),z))
]
.
Here, the generator G and encoder E can either be both deterministic, such that G : ΩZ → ΩX with
pG(x|z) = δ (x−G(z)) and E : ΩX → ΩZ with pE(z|x) = δ (z− E(x)) or the encoder can be
stochastic. Deterministic models were used in the BiGAN [4] approach, while a stochastic encoder
was used in ALI [3]. For all our experiments and discussions, we use a stochastic encoder following
ALI [3] but denote samples from pE(z|x) asE(x) for notational convenience. Under the assumption
of an optimal discriminator, minimization of the generator-encoder pair’s objective is equivalent to
minimization of the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence [8] between the two joint distributions. Thus,
achieving the global minimum of the objective is equivalent to the two joint distributions becoming
equal.
3 The Proposed Approach
The proposed approach is based on the two sequences in Fig. 1 : the top sequence starts from a real
latent variable and its corresponding generation and contains all the subsequent reconstructions and
their encodings while the bottom sequence starts from a real image and contains its corresponding
set of reconstructions and encodings. Ideally, we wish all the latent vectors and all the images within
a sequence to be identical. We argue that the optimization objective presented in Section 2 is the
simplest case of a general family of objectives where the discriminator tries to classify n classes of
tuples of size m, of images and latent vectors with the variables within a tuple all belonging to one
of the sequences in Fig 1 while the generator tries to fool it to incorrectly classify. By including
additional latent vectors and images, we allow the generator-encoder pair to receive multiple layers
of reconstructive feedback on each latent vector and each generated image while modifying the
discriminator to an n-way classifier encourages it to perform increasingly fine grained discrimination
between different image-latent variable tuples. We experimentally demonstrate results for (n =
4,m = 2),(n = 8,m = 2), and (n = 8,m = 4). Our goal is to design an objective where the
discriminator is tasked with discriminating against each of the joint distributions specified by the
tuples, and the generator and encoder try to modify the joint distributions such that distributions of
all the classes of tuples are indistinguishable from each other. We analyse different alternatives for
the same in the subsequent sections.
3.1 Multiclass Classifier Discriminator
We first consider the expected log-likelihood based mini-max objective for the case of n =
4 classes and tuples of size m = 2. We choose the set of pairs (classes) to be:
(x, E(x)), (G(z), z), (x, E(G(E(x)))), (G(E(G(z))), z). The discriminator is modified to per-
form multi-class classification with the output probabilities of input (image, latent vector)
(xin, zin) for the ith class denoted by Di(xin, zin). So, the output of D(xin, zin) is a vector
[D1(xin, zin), ...Di(xin, zin), ..] whereDi(xin, zin) denotes the output probability for the ith class.
The minimax objective with a multi-class classifier discriminator, following a straightforward gen-
eralization of ALI in Eq. (1) thus becomes:
min
G,E
max
D
V (D,E,G) (2)
where
V (D,E,G) := Ex∼pX
[
log (D1(x, E(x)))
]
+ Ez∼pZ
[
log (D2(G(z), z))
]
+ Ex∼pX
[
log (D3(x, E(G(E(x)))))
]
+ Ez∼pZ
[
log (D4(G(E(G(z))), z))
]
.
(3)
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Although the above adversarial game captures the multiple layers of reconstructive feedback de-
scribed in Fig. 1, it is insufficient for stable training due to vanishing gradients. Consider the gradi-
ents for the parameters of the generator and the encoder with the above objective. Since the gradient
of the softmax activation function w.r.t the logits vanishes whenever one of the logits dominates the
rest, when the discriminator is able to classify accurately, the gradients of the generator-encoder’s
objective nearly vanish and the generator-encoder pair does not receive any feedback. In order to
remedy this, we provide an alternate training objective for the generator-encoder in the subsequent
subsections. We also describe the vanishing gradients problem in another possible variant called the
“misclassification likelihood” objective in the Appendix (7.1).
3.1.1 Product of Terms
In light of the above, we desire to obtain an objective such that instead of just encouraging the
generator-encoder to cause lower discriminator output probability for the right class, the generator-
encoder’s gradient for the modified objective enforces each of the wrong classes to have high output
probabilities. With this goal, we propose the product of terms objective that explicitly encourages
all the distributions to match. The proposed objective for the 4 classes considered above is given
below:
max
G,E
[Ex∼pX [log (D2(x, E(x))D3(x, E(x))D4(x, E(x)))]
+ Ez∼pZ [log (D1(G(z), z)D3(G(z), z)D4(G(z), z))]
+ Ex∼pX [log (D1(x, E(G(E(x))))D2(x, E(G(E(x))))D4(x, E(G(E(x)))))]
+ Ez∼pZ [log (D1(G(E(G(z))), z)D2(G(E(G(z))), z)D3(G(E(G(z))), z))]]
(4)
Since the vanishing gradients problem only arises in the generator-encoder, we use the
same objective as 3 for the discriminator. In Eq. 4, each of the terms of the
form log (Di(xin, zin)Dj(xin, zin)Dk(xin, zin)) can be further split as log (Di(xin, zin)) +
log (Dj(xin, zin)) + log (Dk(xin, zin)). The above objective encourages the parameters of the
generator and encoder to ensure that none of the incorrect classes are easily rejected by the discrim-
inator. This is because the generator-encoder pair is explicitly trained to cause an increase in the
discriminator output probabilities for all the wrong classes. Moreover, the objective does not lead to
vanishing gradients as discarding any of these classes as being true incurs a large penalty in terms
of the objective and its gradient. In the subsequent subsections and the Appendix (7.2) we show
that the Product of Terms objective has a global optimum which matches all the joint distributions
corresponding to the different classes of tuples simultaneously. Experiments in Section 5, further
show the effectiveness of the above objective for matching arbitrary number of joint distributions.
3.2 The optimal discriminator
The optimal discriminatorD∗ for the discriminator’s objective in Eq. (3), can be described asD∗ :=
arg maxD V (D,E,G), for any E and G. Following the derivation in the Appendix (7.2.1), we
obtain the following functional form of D∗: D∗i (xin, zin) =
pi(xin,zin)∑4
j=1 pj(xin,zin)
.
Here, Di corresponds to the output probability of the ith class among the four classes:
(x, E(x)), (G(z), z), (x, E(G(E(x)))), (G(E(G(z))), z). pi is the joint probability density of the
corresponding xin and zin in each of the (xin, zin) pairs above.
3.3 The optimal Generator-Encoder for the Product of Terms Objective
Following the derivation provided in the Appendix (7.2.3) and substituting the optimal discrim-
inator found above (D∗ = arg maxD V (D,E,G)) in the Product of Terms objective (Eq. 4)
for the generator-encoder leads to the maximization objective: C(G,E) ≤ − log (49) −
JSD 1
4 ,
1
4 ,
1
4 ,
1
4
(p1, p2, p3, p4). where JSD 1
4 ,
1
4 ,
1
4 ,
1
4
denotes the generalized JensenShannon diver-
gence [8] with equal weights assigned to each distribution as described in the Appendix (7.2). Since
the JSD for the four distributions is non negative and vanishes if and only if p1 = p2 = p3 = p4,
the global optimum for the product of terms objective is given by: p(x,E(x)) = p(G(z),z) =
p(x,E(G(E(x)))) = p(G(E(G(z))),z) This is the same as the optima of the original generalized ob-
jective in Eq. (2) (7.2.2 in Appendix). However, our proposed objective matches all the distributions
simultaneously without suffering from vanishing gradients.
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3.4 Extension to Arbitrary Number and Size of Tuples
The analysis presented above can be extended to accommodate any number n of tuples of arbi-
trary size m from the two chains in 1. We demonstrate this for the case of n = 8 and m = 4 for
the SVHN dataset. We start with one tuple from each chain: (x, E(x), G(E(x)), E(G(E(x))))
and (G(E(x)), G(z), z, G(E(G(z))), E(G(E(x)))) and construct additional tuples by permut-
ing within the images and latent vectors for both of these tuples to give a total of 4 × 2 tu-
ples. These classes of 4-tuples allow the discriminator to directly discriminate between an im-
age and its reconstruction in both image and latent space. The number of pairs n to be consid-
ered and the size of tuples is limited only by computational cost, although intuitively we expect
to see diminishing returns in terms of performance when increasing n beyond a point as match-
ing the distributions for two random variables enforces the matching of the subsequent chains.
Figure 2: Sections from reconstructions of real
images corresponding to missing patches are com-
bined with the original real images to form a set of
mixed images.
3.5 Self-Supervised
Feedback using Mixed Images
For tasks such as image inpainting and translation,
an important desideratum for a reconstructed im-
age is its consistency with parts of original image.
We demonstrate that such task specific feedback can
be incorporated into the GALI framework through
self-supervised learning tasks. We experiment with
incorporating one such task into the reconstructive
chain of Fig. 1, namely ensuring consistency and quality of mixed images constructed by combin-
ing the inpainted sections of reconstructions of real images with the other parts of the corresponding
original real images. During training, we mask randomly sampled regions of the images input to
the encoder, as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, this type of feedback introduces an additional constraint on
the model to ensure the consistency of the inpainted patch with the original image. We show this
empirically in section 5.5. The details regarding the resulting classes of joint distributions and the
procedure for sampling masks are provided in the Appendix (7.3).
3.6 Incorporation of Learned Knowledge
Matching the real and generated data distributions should also result in the matching of the cor-
responding joint distributions of any of the extractable properties such as attributes, labels, per-
ceptual features or segmentation masks. We argue that utilizing these outputs during training can
impose additional constraints and provide additional information to the model similar to the re-
constructive and self-supervised feedbacks discussed above. We demonstrate that our approach
offers a principled way for incorporating these properties by introducing the final or hidden layer
outputs of pretrained models as additional random variables in the tuples. For each class of tu-
ples, these outputs could correspond to input any input image within the same chain as other
images and latent variables in the tuple. For experiments and subsequent discussions, we con-
sider the four classes of tuples from the above sections and augment each with the respective out-
puts from a pre-trained model M to obtain the tuple classes (x, E(x),M(x)),(G(z), z,M(G(z))),
(x, E(G(E(x))),M(G(E(x))), (G(E(G(z))), z,M(G(z))). While feature level reconstructive
feedback can be provided through L1 or L2 reconstruction objectives on the output features, our ap-
proach explicitly matches the joint distribution of these features with images and latent vectors of all
classes (real, fake, reconstructed, etc.) Unlike, L1 and L2 based reconstruction terms which directly
affect only the generator-encoder, our approach distributes the feedback from the pretrained model
across all the components of the model including the discriminator. Moreover, as we demonstrate
in the ablation study included in the appendix (7.4), by jointly providing reconstructive feedback on
images, encodings and pretrained model activations, our model with learned knowledge outperforms
the model based on L2 reconstruction of features on all metrics. Our approach can also be applied
to any arbitrary type of model outputs such as segmentation masks, translations or labels without
blurriness effects.
4 Related Work
A number of VAE-GAN hybrids have been proposed in the recent years. Adversarial autoencoders
[9] use GANs to match the aggregated posterior of the latent variables with the prior distribution
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instead of the KL-divergence minimization term in VAEs. VAE-GAN. [10] replaced the pixel-wise
reconstruction error term with an error based on the features inferred by the discriminator. AVB
[11] proposed using an auxiliary discriminator to approximately train a VAE model. Adversarial
Generator-Encoder Networks [6] constructed an adversarial game directly between the generator
and encoder without any discriminator to match the distributions in image and latent space. The
model still relied on L2 reconstruction to enforce cycle consistency. Unlike the above approaches,
BIGAN[4], ALI[3] and our models do not rely on any reconstruction error term. Although a re-
cent work BigBiGAN [12] demonstrated how the ALI/BiGAN framework alone can allow achiev-
ing competitive representation learning, we emphasize that embedding more information through
multiple layers of feedback would further improve the inference. Some recent approaches [13–
15] propose different frameworks for adversarially matching multiple joint distributions for domain
transformation and conditional generation. We hypothesize that the use of our proposed product of
terms objective and the proposed different types of feedback should lead to further improvements in
these tasks similar to the improvements demonstrated for ALI in section 5.
ALICE [5] illustrated how the ALI objective with stochasticity in both the generator and the en-
coder can easily result in an optimal solution where cycle consistency is violated (x 6= x˜) due to the
non-identifiability of solutions. The analysis however does not apply to our approach as our optimal
solution explicitly matches additional joint distributions which involve reconstructions and their cor-
responding encodings. ALICE [5] further proposed to solve the above issue of non-identifiability by
adding conditional entropy regularization terms to the ALI objective. In practice, this regularization
ends up being a pixel wise reconstruction objective such as the L2 loss. Such objectives implicitly
impose assumptions directly on the distribution of pixels conditioned on latent variables and are
known to be one of the causes of blurriness in the generated images [7, 16].
In augmented BiGAN [17], instead of generalizing the discriminator to perform multiclass classifi-
cation, the fake distribution is divided into two sources (one of generated images and latent vectors
and the other of encodings of real images and their reconstructions) and a weighted average of the
likelihood of these two parts is used for the dicriminator and generator’s objective. Unlike our op-
timal solution which matches all the distributions simultaneously, the augmented BiGAN’s optimal
solution matches the (real image, encoding) distribution with the average of the two “fake” distribu-
tions. This solution causes a trade-off between good reconstructions and good generation, which is
avoided in our method since all the distributions are enforced to match simultaneously.
5 Experiments
Through experiments on two benchmark datasets, SVHN [18] and CelebA [19], we aim to assess the
reconstruction quality, meaningfulness of the learned representations for use in downstream tasks
and generation, effects of extending the approach to more classes of tuples and larger tuple size,
the ability of the proposed approach to incorporate knowledge from pretrained models trained for a
different task, and its adaptability to specific tasks such as inpainting. We will make the experimental
code publicly available.
5.1 Notation and Setup
For all the experiments, GALI-4 is the proposed GALI model with 4 terms used in the analysis in
section 3.1. GALI-8 is the proposed GALI model with 8 terms in section 3.4. and GALI-PT is the
GALI-4 model augmented with a pretrained network M as described in section 3.6.
For all our proposed models and both ALI [3] and ALICE [5] (ALI + L2 reconstruction error) base-
lines, we borrow the architectures from [3] with the discriminator using spectral normalization [20]
instead of batch normalization and dropout [21]. As shown in Table 3 and Figure 3, our baseline ob-
tains similar representation learning scores and reconstruction quality as reported in ALI [3]. All the
architectural details and hyper-parameters considered are further described in the Appendix (7.5).
5.2 Reconstruction Quality
We evaluate the reconstruction quality on test images using both pixel level and semantic similarity
metrics. For pixel level similarity, we report the average pixel wise mean squared error on test
datasets for SVHN and CelebA. For semantic similarity, we use the mean squared error of the
features from pre-trained multi-digit classification model [22] trained on SVHN and a pre-trained
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attribute classification model for SVHN and CelebA datasets respectively. Further details of these
models are provided in the Appendix (7.6).
(a) SVHN dataset. (b) CelebA dataset.
Figure 3: Top to bottom: Original images, images reconstructed by ALI, ALICE, GALI-4, GALI-8, and GALI-
PT for (a) and ALI, ALICE, GALI-4, and GALI-PT for (b).
Table 1: Pixel-wise Mean-Squared Error (MSE) and Feature level Mean Squared Error (MSE) on the test set
for SVHN (left table) and CelebA (right table). Lower is better.
MODEL PIXEL-MSE FEATURE-MSE
ALI 0.023± 0.0024 0.0857± 0.0075
ALICE 0.0096± 0.00067 0.07360.0058
GALI-4 0.0132± 0.0011 0.0717± 0.0067
GALI-8 0.0095± 0.0016 0.066± 0.0060
GALI-PT 0.0093± 0.00099 0.041± 0.0046
MODEL PIXEL-MSE FEATURE-MSE
ALI 0.074± 0.004 0.307± 0.018
ALICE 0.042± 0.002 0.248± 0.013
GALI-4 0.036± 0.002 0.201± 0.012
GALI-PT 0.032± 0.0019 0.131± 0.008
Table 2: Missclassification rate of GALI-
4 and various baselines on the test set of
SVHN dataset demonstrating the usefulness
of learned representations. The results for
baselines are from [3]. Lower is better.
Model Misc rate (%)
VAE [2] 36.02
DCGAN + L2-SVM [23] 22.18
SDGM [24] 16.61
NC [25] 17.12
ALI [3] 19.11 ± 0.50
ALI (baseline) 19.05 ± 0.53
ALICE [5] 18.89 ± 0.52
GALI-4 16.58 ± 0.38
GALI-8 15.82 ± 0.43
GALI-PT (supervised) 11.43 ± 0.30
The test set reconstructions on SHVN and CelebA (64×
64) datasets for the proposed models, the ALI baseline,
and the ALICE baseline are shown in Table 1. As re-
ported in [5], the improvements in reconstructions for
ALICE are obtained at the cost of blurriness in images.
The blurriness is visible in the reconstructions shown in
Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b and quantitatively verified through
the higher FID score of ALICE in Table 3 as well as the
higher values of the feature level MSE for both datasets.
Moreover, we observe that the introduction of L2 recon-
struction error does not lead to significant gains in the
usefulness of the learned representations for downstream
tasks. Our models achieve significant improvements in
the quality of reconstructions and representations over
the ALI baseline without succumbing to the above draw-
backs.
5.3 Representation Learning
In Table 2, we evaluate the representation learning capa-
bilities of the encoder by training a linear SVM model on features corresponding to 1000 labelled
images from the training set. Following [3], the feature vectors are obtained by concatenating the
last three hidden layers of the encoder as well as its output.The hyperparameters of the SVM model
are selected using a held-out validation set. We report the average test set misclassification rate for
100 different SVMs trained on different random 1000-example training sets. We also report the
misclassification rate for other semi-supervised learning approaches for comparison.
5.4 Image Generation Quality
It is important to ensure that improved reconstructions do not come at the cost of poor generation
quality. Such a trade-off is possible when the encoder-generator pair learns to encode pixel level
information. It is instead desired that variations in the latent space of the generator correspond to
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variations in explanatory factors of variation of the data. We evaluate our model’s image generation
ability using the Frechet Inception Distance (FID) metric [26] on the CelebA dataset in Table 3. We
provide visualizations of the generated samples in the Appendix (7.7).
5.5 Image Inpainting
In Fig. 4, we evaluate our mixed images based model described in section 3.5 on an image inpainting
task for the CelebA dataset through comparisons with ALI and ALICE baselines trained with the
same procedure of masking out inputs. The ALICE based model leads to blurriness whereas ALI
suffers from poor consistency with the original images. Our approach alleviates both these issues.
Quantitative comparisons for this task are also described in Fig. 4.
Similar to the evaluation of reconstruction quality, we quantitatively evaluate image in painting
capabilities of the models using both pixel and feature level metric. In the table in Fig. 4, pixel-level
MSE denotes the average pixel wise squared difference of the inpainted region with the original
image, while the feature level MSE is calculated as the average squared difference between the
feature vectors of the inpainted image and the original image for each model. The feature vectors
are calculated using the same pretrained classifier as used for the reconstruction quality. In the table,
we denote our proposed mixed images based model as GALI-mix while ALI and ALICE denote
models obtained by utilizing the same distribution over masks as GALI-mix while feeding images
to the encoder in the respective baselines. GALI-4 similarly denotes the GALI-4 model augmented
with masked inputs. Results for GALI-4 without self-supervision are included as part of an ablation
study in the appendix (7.8).
MODEL PIXEL-MSE FEATURE-MSE
ALI 0.060± 0.0080 0.38± 0.016
ALICE 0.047± 0.0069 0.32± 0.015
GALI-4 0.046± 0.0066 0.285± 0.012
GALI-MIX 0.031± 0.0050 0.164± 0.010
Figure 4: Left. Top to bottom: Original images, incomplete input images with the blackened region denoting an
applied random occlusion mask, inpainted images from ALI , ALICE and GALI-4 with mixed images. Right.
Pixel-wise Mean-Squared Error (MSE) and Feature level Mean Squared Error (MSE) on the image-inpainting
task for CelebA. Lower is better.
5.6 Utilization of Pretrained Models
Table 3: FID scores on
CelebA demonstrating
image generation quality
of GALI-4, GALI-pretrain
and the baselines. Lower is
better.
MODEL FID
ALI 24.49
ALICE 36.91
GALI-4 23.11
GALI-PT 10.13
For SVHN, the pretrained model M outputs features from the pre-trained
multi-digit classification model used for the feature-level MSE above
(section 5.5) while for CelebA, M outputs the features from the pre-
trained inception net [27] used for calculating the FID scores. We em-
phasize that our goal is to demonstrate the ability of our approach to
incorporate learned knowledge from other models. These approaches
however do not correspond to truly unsupervised settings as the pre-
trained models utilize supervision in the form of labelled SVHN digits
and imagenet labels for SVHN and CelebA datasets respectively. This
leads to expected yet significant improvements in metrics based on the
output features of or the same training tasks as the pre-trained models such as misclassification rate
and feature-MSE for SVHN and FID for CelebA. The above results demonstrate that the improve-
ments further carry over to other independent metrics such as feature and pixel-MSE for CelebA and
pixel-MSE for SVHN, indicating significant improvements in the overall reconstruction and image
generation quality.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel framework for incorporating different types of generalized feed-
backs in adversarially learned inference along with a non-saturating “Product of Terms” optimization
objective for adversarially matching multiple distributions. Through experiments on two benchmark
datasets, SVHN and CelebA, we demonstrated the efficacy of the proposed framework in terms of
improvements in reconstruction quality, representation learning, image generation, and image in-
painting as compared to previous approaches.
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7 Appendix
7.1 Misclassification Likelihood
At first it might seem that a natural way to alleviate the vanishing gradient problem is to replace
each log likelihood term log (Di(xin, zin)) in the mini-max generator-encoder minimization ob-
jective with the corresponding misclassification log-likelihood log (1−Di(xin, zin)) for the given
class to construct a maximization objective. This is the approach used while designing the non-
saturating objectives for standard GANs [28] , ALI, and BiGAN frameworks [3, 4]. However, in
the multiclass classification framework, the value and the corresponding gradients for the misclas-
sification objective can vanish even when the discriminator learns to accurately reject many of the
incorrect classes as long as it has a low output probability for the true class. For example, for the 4
classes considered above, the discriminator may learn to accurately reject classes 3 and 4 for a pair
belonging to class 1 but might still have a high misclassification likelihood if it incorrectly identifies
the pair as belonging to class 2. As the above objective does not optimize the individual probabilities
for the incorrect classes, the gradient for the generator-encoder pair would provide no feedback for
causing an increase in the output probabilities for the remaining classes (3 and 4).
7.2 Analysis of Optimal Solutions
In this section we derive closed form solutions for the optimal Discriminator and the optimal
Generator-Encoder for the original mini-max and the product of terms objective. We first begin
by providing a few clarifications:
p1, p2, p3, p4 are the joint distributions corresponding to the four classes of pairs of images and la-
tent variables. Thus if Ω := ΩX × ΩZ is the joint latent and data space, then for a region R ⊆ Ω,
pi(R) := ∫Ω pi(x, z)1[(x,z)∈R] d(x, z) for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} are probability measures over that re-
gion. Since we use a stochastic encoder following ALI [3] (even though we denote samples from
pE(z|x) as E(x) for notational convenience), we use the reparametrization trick [2] to backprop-
agate through the expectation over pE(z|x) i.e if pE(z|x) = N (µE(x), σ2E(x)I), we sample z as
z = µE(x) + σE(x) ,  ∼ N (0, I)
In all the subsequent discussions, xin, zin are used to denote arbitrary images and latent vector pairs
fed to the discriminator to distinguish them from x and z sampled from p(x) and p(z) respectively.
7.2.1 Optimal Discriminator
For any E and G, the optimal discriminator D∗ := arg maxD V (D,E,G)
D∗i (xin, zin) =
pi(xin, zin)∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
(5)
where pi corresponds to the distribution of the ith class among the four classes:
(x, E(x)), (G(z), z), (x, E(G(E(x)))), (G(E(G(z))), z). These distributions are fixed for fixed
distributions p(x) and p(z), a fixed deterministic function G(z) and a fixed function E(x) defining
the conditional distribution of the encoding given an input image.
Proof: For fixed E and G, the maximization objective for D is given by:
V (D,E,G) =
∫
(xin,zin)
(
p1(xin, zin) log (D1(xin, zin)) + p2(xin, zin) log (D2(xin, zin))
+ p3(xin, zin) log (D3(xin, zin)) + p4(xin, zin) log (D4(xin, zin))
)
d(xin, zin)
For a fixed (xin, zin), the above integrand can be expressed in terms of the cross-entropy between
two discrete distributions p and q with the support 1, 2, 3, 4 given by p(i) = pi(xin,zin)∑4
j=1 pj(xin,zin)
and
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q(i) = Di(xin, zin). We have:
p1(xin, zin) log (D1(xin, zin)(xin, zin)) + p2(xin, zin) log (D2(xin, zin))
+ p3(xin, zin) log (D3(xin, zin)) + p4(xin, zin) log (D4(xin, zin))
= −(
4∑
j=1
pj(xin, zin))
4∑
i=1
p(i) log q(i)
= −(
4∑
j=1
pj(xin, zin))H(p, q)
Since H(p, q) = H(p) +DKL(p||q) is minimized w.r.t q at q = p, we obtain the given formula for
the optimal discriminator D∗.
7.2.2 Optimal Generator-Encoder for Minimax Objective
Substituting the optimal discriminator for each (G,E), the minimization objective for (G,E) be-
comes:
C(G,E) = max
D
V (D,E,G)
= E(xin,zin)∼p1
[
log
(
p1(xin, zin)∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
)]
+ E(xin,zin)∼p2
[
log
(
p2(xin, zin)∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
)]
+ E(xin,zin)∼p3
[
log
(
p3(xin, zin)∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
)]
+ E(xin,zin)∼p4
[
log
(
p4(xin, zin)∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
)]
.
= − log (256) + E(xin,zin)∼p1
[
log
 p1(xin, zin)∑4
j=1 pj(xin,zin)
4
]+ E(xin,zin)∼p2[ log
 p2(xin, zin)∑4
j=1 pj(xin,zin)
4
]
+ E(xin,zin)∼p3
[
log
 p3(xin, zin)∑4
j=1 pj(xin,zin)
4
]+ E(xin,zin)∼p4[ log
 p4(xin, zin)∑4
j=1 pj(xin,zin)
4
]
= − log (256) +KL
(
p1||
∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)
+KL
(
p2||
∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)
+KL
(
p3||
∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)
+KL
(
p1||
∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)
= − log (256) + JSD 1
4 ,
1
4 ,
1
4 ,
1
4
(p1, p2, p3, p4)
Since each of the KL terms and correspondingly the JSD above is non-negative, we have:
C(G,E) ≥ − log (256)
Moreover, all the KL terms vanish simultaneously and correspondingly the JSD if and only if p1 =
p2 = p3 = p4, leading to the global optimum given by:
p(x,E(x)) = p(G(z),z) = p(x,E(G(E(x)))) = p(G(E(G(z))),z)
Thus the minimax objective enforces the model to simultaneously match the above 4 distributions.
7.2.3 Optimal Generator-Encoder for Product of Terms Objective
When the Generator-Encoder pair’s is trained to maximize the modified Product of Terms objective
in section 3.1.1, the optimal discriminator given a generator-encoder pair is still given by equation
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3. Substituting the optimal discriminator in the maximization objective, we obtain:
C(G,E) = E(xin,zin)∼p1
[
log
(
p2(xin, zin)p3(xin, zin)p4(xin, zin)
(
∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin))
3
)]
+ E(xin,zin)∼p2
[
log
(
p1(xin, zin)p3(xin, zin)p4(xin, zin)
(
∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin))
3
)]
+ E(xin,zin)∼p3
[
log
(
p1(xin, zin)p2(xin, zin)p4(xin, zin)
(
∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin))
3
)]
+ E(xin,zin)∼p4
[
log
(
p1(xin, zin)p2(xin, zin)p3(xin, zin)
(
∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin))
3
)]
= − log (49)+
E(xin,zin)∼p1
[
log (p2(xin, zin)) + log (p3(xin, zin)) + log (p4(xin, zin))− 3 log
(∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)]
+
E(xin,zin)∼p2
[
log (p1(xin, zin)) + log (p3(xin, zin)) + log (p4(xin, zin))− 3 log
(∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)]
+
E(xin,zin)∼p3
[
log (p1(xin, zin)) + log (p2(xin, zin)) + log (p4(xin, zin))− 3 log
(∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)]
+
E(xin,zin)∼p4
[
log (p1(xin, zin)) + log (p2(xin, zin)) + log (p3(xin, zin))− 3 log
(∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)]
.
Now, due to the concavity of the function log, we have (by Jensen’s inequality):
4∑
j=1
log (pi) ≤ 4 log
(∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)
=⇒
∑
k 6=i
log (pk(xin, zin))− 3 log
(∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)
≤ log
(∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)
− log (pi(xin, zin))∀i ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4
=⇒ C(G,E) ≤ − log (49)+ E(xin,zin)∼p1[ log
(∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)
− log (p1(xin, zin))
]
+ E(xin,zin)∼p2
[
log
(∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)
− log (p2(xin, zin))
]
+ E(xin,zin)∼p3
[
log
(∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)
− log (p3(xin, zin))
]
+ E(xin,zin)∼p4
[
log
(∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)
− log (p4(xin, zin))
]
=⇒ C(G,E) ≤ − log (49)−KL(p1||∑4j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)
−KL
(
p2||
∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)
−KL
(
p3||
∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)
−KL
(
p1||
∑4
j=1 pj(xin, zin)
4
)
=⇒ C(G,E) ≤ − log (49)− JSD 1
4 ,
1
4 ,
1
4 ,
1
4
(p1, p2, p3, p4)
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Since each of the KL terms and correspondingly the JSD is non-negative, we have:
C(G,E) ≤ − log (49)
Moreover, all the KL terms vanish simultaneously (and correspondingly the JSD) if and only if
p1 = p2 = p3 = p4, leading to the global optimum given by:
p(x,E(x)) = p(G(z),z) = p(x,E(G(E(x)))) = p(G(E(G(z))),z)
Thus, both the original objective and the modified objective have the same global optimum.
7.3 Full Details of Mixed Images Based Model
The self-supervision based model discussed in section 3.3 is constructed by introducing 4 additional
classes of (image,latent-vector) pairs into the GALI-4 model so that the discriminator is trained to
perform an 8-way classification. These additional classes depend on a distribution of masks that
are applied to the images. For our experiments, we sample a mask M for CelebA 64X64 images
as follows: first, the height w and the width h of the mask are both independently drawn uni-
formly from the set 1, · · · , 64. Subsequently, the x (horizontal) and y (vertical) indices (index ori-
gin = 0) of the bottom-left corner of the mask are drawn uniformly from the set 0, · · · , 63− h+ 1
and 0, · · · , 63− w + 1. The above procedure thus defines a probability distribution over masks
P (M) For every image input to the encoder, a new mask M is sampled independently. Thus the
four classes of distributions considered in GALI-4 are modified to classes whose samples are con-
structed as : (x, E(M1(x))), (G(z), z), (x, E(M2(G(E(M1(x)))))), (G((E(M3(G(z))), z) where
M1, M2, and M3 are independently drawn from P (M). For a sampled real image and its cor-
responding mask M1, a mixed image Mix(x,M1) is constructed by replacing the masked re-
gion of x by the corresponding region of G(E(M1(x))). The additional 4 pairs then correspond
to (Mix(x,M1), E(M1(x))), (Mix(x,M1) , E(M2(G(E(M1(x)))))), (x, E(M4(Mix(x,M1)))
and (G(E(M1(x)))), E(M4(Mix(x,M1)))
7.4 Ablations for Self-Supervised and Knowledge-based Feedback
Results in table 4 demonstrate than even though original ALI model augmented with outputs of
pre-trained inception net achieves improvements in reconstruction quality over the ALI baseline,
the GALI-4 and GALI-pretrain models still significantly outperform it in pixel and feature level re-
construction quality. Similarly, the quantitative results in table table 5 demonstrate that the GALI-4
model without self supervision performs worse than GALI-mix on the image inpainting task. These
results establish that it is beneficial to combine different types of feedback instead of using them in
a stand-alone manner.
Table 4: Pixel-wise Mean-Squared Error (MSE) and Feature level Mean Squared Error (MSE) on reconstruction
task for CelebA. Lower is better.
MODEL PIXEL-MSE FEATURE-MSE
ALI-PRETRAIN 0.068± 0.0053 0.27± 0.014
ALI 0.074± 0.004 0.307± 0.018
ALICE 0.042± 0.002 0.248± 0.013
GALI-4 0.036± 0.002 0.201± 0.012
GALI-PT 0.032± 0.0019 0.131± 0.008
ALICE-PT 0.053± 0.003 0.212± 0.015
As addressed in section 3.4, unlike L1/L2 based reconstruction of features, our model with
knowledge-based feedback simultaneously matches the joint distributions of the output features of
the pretrained model with all classes of images and encodings (fake, reconstructed and real). To ver-
ify the effectiveness of our approach over explicit reconstruction error based models, we conducted
an ablation study against a model trained with an explicit L2 reconstruction error in the feature space
(using the same feature maps for both the datasets as used for GALI-PT). We observed that the pre-
trained features based L − 2 regression error model (denoted by ALICE-PT in the above table)
suffers from a trade-off similar to ALICE, improving upon ALI on metrics directly related to the
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pretrained features reconstruction error such as feature MSE (SVHN: 0.0724, CelebA: 0.212) while
still performing poorly compared to GALI on other metrics such as pixel-level MSE (SVHN:0.0157,
CelebA:0.053) and misclassification rate(SVHN:17.21).
7.5 Architecture and Setup
For all our proposed models and baselines, we utilize the architectures for encoder, generator and
discriminator proposed in ALI as our base architecture with the discriminator modified to use
Spectral Normalization instead of batch normalization and dropout. The ALI architecture can
be divided into the following components: Gz(x)(encoder), Gx(z)(generator), D(x), D(z) and
D(x, z). Here D(x) and D(z) convert image and latent vectors respectively to feature vectors
using convolutional and fully-connected layers. These two feature vectors are subsequently con-
catenated and input to D(x, z) which utilizes fully-connected layers to output the final output prob-
ability/probabilities. To further improve stability, we add an exponentially decaying Gaussian noise
to each image fed to the discriminator and use tanh non-linearity for the generator’s output layer.
We found that these modifications were essential to reproduce the representation learning results
reported in ALI. To keep the objectives and learning rates in similar range for all the models, we
weigh an objective containing m log terms by 2/m. This corresponds to a weight of 1 for the ALI’s
generator and discriminator objective. We use the same architecture for all our proposed models
and ALI/ALICE baselines and further perform grid-search for the learning rate (α), number of dis-
criminator steps per generator steps(ndis), and the regularization parameter for ALICE in the range
(2 × 10−5, 4 × 10−5, 1 × 10−4, 2 × 10−4),(1, 2, 5), and (10−4, 10−2, 1, 102) respectively. For all
our experiments, we use Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPUs.
We have attached the code for our experiments with the supplementary.
7.5.1 Extension to Arbitrary Number and Size of Tuples
For the GALI-8 model discussed in section 3.2, the discriminator needs to be modified to input tuples
of the form (image, latent-vector, image, latent-vector). To achieve this, we first input both images
and both latent vectors through the D(x) and D(z) components of the discriminator respectively
to output four feature vectors. These are subsequently concatenated and input to the discrimina-
tor’s D(x1, z1, x2, z2) component which is constructed by doubling the input size of the first fully
connected layer in ALI’s D(x, z) component.
7.6 Pretrained models
Here we provide a brief description of the pretrained models used for calculating feature-MSE for
svhn and celeba datasets. For CelebA, GALI-pretrain uses feature vectors from pre-trained incep-
tion v3 network. For all datasets, we perform bilinear interpolation whenever the input size of the
pretrained model is different from the used data.
• SVHN: The multi-digit detector used first passes each image through a shared component
containing sequence of convolutional and fully connected layers to output a fixed length
feature vector. This feature vector is then separately passed through different networks
composed of fully connected layers which output the number of digits and the classification
of each digit. For our experiments, we use the fixed length feature vector output from the
shared component as it captures both the identity and length of the number present in the
image.
• Celeba: For Celeba, we use the outputs of the last hidden layer of a pre-trained multi-label
classifier composed of convolutional and fully connected layers trained to indentify all of
the 40 attributes for the Celeba dataset.
7.7 Image Generation Samples (CelebA)
In Figure 6, we qualitatively compare the generation quality of our proposed models, baselines as
well as the models based on the original mini-max and the misclassification likelihood objective.
We observe that both mini-max and the misclassification likelihood objectives are unable to train
the model to produce realistic images wheres the model trained on product of terms objective leads
to comparable image generation quality to ALI while significantly improving the reconstruction
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(a) ALICE (b) ALI (c) GALI-4
(d) GALI-pretrain
(e) GALI-4 with minimax objec-
tive
(f) GALI-4 with misclassification
likelihood objective
Figure 5: Qualitative results of generated samples for the CelebA dataset [19] from various versions of the
proposed approach GALI and the baselines (ALI and ALICE). We did not include these generated samples in
the main paper due to space constraint.
quality. Moreover, our model does not suffer from the blurriness effect in generations and recon-
structions visible in the results obtained for ALICE.
7.8 Quantitative Evaluation for Image Inpainting
Similar to the evalution of reconstruction quality, we quantitatively evaluate image in painting capa-
bilities of the models using both pixel and feature level metric. In table 5, pixel-level MSE denotes
the average pixel wise squared difference of the inpainted region with the original image whereas
the feature level MSE is calculated as the average squared difference between the feature vectors of
the inpainted image and the original image for each model. The feature vectors are calculated using
the same pretrained classifier as used for the reconstruction quality.In the table, we denote our pro-
posed mixed images based model as GALI-mix while ALI and ALICE denote models obtained by
utilizing the same distribution over masks as GALI-mix while feeding images to the encoder in the
respective baselines. GALI-4 similarly denotes the GALI-4 model augmented with masked inputs.
Results for GALI-4 are included as part of an ablation study like the one in section 7.4.
Table 5: Pixel-wise Mean-Squared Error (MSE) and Feature level Mean Squared Error (MSE) on the image-
inpainting task for CelebA. Lower is better.
MODEL PIXEL-MSE FEATURE-MSE
ALI [3] 0.060± 0.0080 0.38± 0.016
ALICE [5] 0.047± 0.0069 0.32± 0.015
GALI-4 0.046± 0.0066 0.285± 0.012
GALI-MIX 0.031± 0.0050 0.164± 0.010
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